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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes progreses&wl"-the-fhftI- 3e"r fundamental

research on welding processes. Studies includelmetal vapors in the arc;

development of a high speed infrared temperature monitor; digital signal
:5

analysis as a weld process monitor; convection in arc weld pools; droplet

transfer and contact tip wear in gas metal arc welding of titanium; and

*~~~ fracture toughness of HY-80 weldments. 14~ *-~

_ , . . • *~ .* ,,I - '* .* " .* . *. . ",, '" ' ,' - .'" " , - '- - * ' .''' , ".*. '4'...
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report describes work performed in the MIT Welding Laboratory under

Office of Naval Research sponsorship. The work is generally fundamental in

nature, but attempts have been made to interface the studies with specific

U.S. Navy Programs. The best examples of the directed programs include the

evaluation of the fracture toughness of HY-80 weld metal and the study of

contact tip wear in titanium welding.

The research conducted from 15 February 1983 to 15 February 1984 can

broadly be divided into four main topics, viz.;

Spectroscopy-;f arc welding-

2. Welding of-heavy section titanium ;

3. 'Fracture toughness. 4  -80 weld metal.

4. Automation of*arc welding o , r

0/

o.~
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II. SPECTROSCOPY OF ARC WELDING

Spectroscopic studies of the arc welding process performed during

the past contract year include development of a Multichannel Infrared-Red-

Temperature Micro-Analyzer, and a study of light emissions from the arc.

These two studies are coupled through a thermodynamic upper-bound analysis

which has been published previously (1), and was expanded in a recently

published paper (Appendix A).

A. Metal Vapors in the Arc

Metal vapors in gas tungsten welding arcs are being studied in order

to determine the effects of these vapors on are properties, and subsequently,

on weld bead configuration. Emission spectroscopy and monochromatic

photography were used to determine the composition and distribution of

vapors in the arc.

This project has produced one thesis, the abstract for which is included

in Appendix B. Two papers are now being prepared for publication based on

this work. Some results for this project were also presented at an AIME

conference. The abstract for this presentation is included in Appendix C.

Another sponsor (U.S. D.O.E.) has funded a continuation of this work into

an examination of light emissions from the arc as a weld process sensor.

B. Temperature Measurements of the Weld Pool

In order to experimentally confirm theories on weld pool convection and

vaporization cooling, this project is an attempt to produce absolute

temperature distribution maps of the weld pool surface. A unique radiation

pyrometric technique is being developed to make these measurements using a

Multichannel Infrared-Red Temperature Micro-Analyzer (MIRTHA) prototype

device.
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This work has produced one thesis, the abstract for which is included

in Appendix C, and one technical paper (Appendix DOE-) presented at a SPEI

conference.. Another paper has been accepted for publication and one or two

more are now being prepared.

Research in this area is now continuing in order to refine the temperature

measurement technique and develop an improved MIRTMA device. It is predicted

that this measurement technique will have applications beyond the welding

field.

III. WELDING OF HEAVY SECTION TITANIUM

Joining of heavy section titanium is of particular concern to the Navy

for advanced systems.

A. Droplet Transfer in Gas Metal Arc Welding

This project has been postponed for this contract period to fund other

projects and until an interested student could be found. It is expected

that this research will be restarted during the next contract year. During

the past year, one paper has been published (Appendix E).

B. Contact Tip Wear in Gas Metal Arc Welding

Copper contact tips wear very rapidly when titanium eloctrodes are used

in gas metal arc welding. The goal of this work was to identify the mechanisms

causing the increased wear and to find methods to reduce the wear. During

the past year, this project has produced one thesis and was presented at an

AIME conference, the abstracts for which are in Appendices F and G, respectively.

This project has been discontinued.
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IV, FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF HY-80 WELDMENTS

HY-80 is an important alloy for a variety of Navy systems. The

fracture toughness of thick plate submerged arc welds is of particular

interesc. This project is an investigation into the metallurgical factors

influencing charpy energy of these weldments.

Work on this project was completed at the beginning of this last contract

year. One technical paper on this research is now being prepared for

publication.

V. AUTOMATION OF ARC WELDING

Automation is one area of welding technology that promises to pay

tremendous dividends if high sensitivity, rugged sensors can be developed.

One possible sensor is the arc itself, which is known to respond to

geometric and chemical discontinuities at frequencies up to 20 kH . In

one study, digital signal analysis is being used to measure these responses.

In a second effort, the effect of convection on weld pool shape and defect

formation is being studied. This latter topic is of great importance in

developing processes capable of producing weld pools of desired size and

quality.

A. Signal Analysis as a Weld Process Monitor

One of the difficulties associated with automation of arc welding

processes is the lack of a reliable in-process weld quality sensor. The

intense heat, light, and electric fields in the vicinity of the arc form a

hostile environment to nearly all sensors. By using the arc itself as a

*" sensor, this difficulty is overcome. The purpose of this research project

* is to develop a weld quality sensor based on the electrical properties of

, '"" " -," " ;'. ." *',' *". . ..,,'. .". .". .'",,.. "'. ;'--i'.':. . ' . . . ./, .... . -?-'-'.'
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the welding arc. Digital signal processing of the arc voltage and current

is an effective means of determining these properties. During previous

contract periods, the hardware and software necessary to acquire and analyze

the signals has been developed. Preliminary studies have shown the optimum

current waveform. During the present contract period, actual measurements

of weld properties have been obtained.

In order to study the electrical properties of the arc, experiments

are performed with welding current regulated to within 1% of the selected

value and a constant arc length. The current is considered to be the input

to the arc/puddle system and the arc voltage is considered to be the output.

These voltage and current signals are analyzed to determine the frequency

response function of the arc puddle system and the electrical properties of

the arc are determined by calculating the current-voltage transfer function

of the system (2).

The experimental work performed during the past year can be classified

into two groups. The first group consists of experiments designed to show

the effects of weld defects on the electrical properties of the arc, and the

second consists of experiments designed to study the dynamics of the weld

pool. The current waveform and sampling parameters have been optimized

during the experimental program to improve the signal-noise ratio of the

system gain function. Thus, the quality of the received signals is now very

high, providing a high degree of confidence in the results. Although the

sensitivity of the technique remains to be assessed, the capability to

measure puddle oscillations has been demonstrated.

A limited ability of this analysis technique to detect changes in weld

chemistry, weld geometry, and weld size has been shown. Work is continuing
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in an effort to identify the limits of sensitivity and practicality of

this technique as a means of sensing weld quality. A thesis on this

topic and one or two papers will be completed in the next contract year.

B. Convection in Arc Weld Pools

Recent work by many investigators is emphasizing the importance of

fluid convection on arc weld pooi geometry. Related work supported by

the U.S. D.O.E. in this laboratory resulted in a technical paper which

recently won an AWS award (3).

Work on this project has concentrated mainly in the high current

range (250-500A). At these currents, a deep, surface depression is formed

which can be explained by a rapid vortex flow in the pool. This theory

has been explained in a previously published paper (4).

One technical paper is scheduled to be published soon on arc force

measurements (Appendix H) in support of this work. This paper presents

arc force measurements up to 600A as an extension of a previously

published technical note (5). A Thesis on the entire project will be

completed in the next contract year, and one or two additional papers

are being prepared. This project will be continued.
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SUMMARY

During the past year, significant progress has been made in many

areas of this project. The research conducted over this time involved

spectroscopy of arc welding, welding of heavy section titanium, fracture

toughness of HY-80 weldments, and automation of arc welding.

.1

p
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Metal Vaporization from Weld Pools Appendix A 12

A. BLOCK-BOLTEN and T. W. EAGAR

Experimental studies of alloy vaporization from aluminum and stainless steel weld pools have been
made in order to test a vaporization model based on thermodynamic data and the kinetic theory of
gases. It is shown that the model can correctly predict the dominant metal vapors that form but that
the absolute rate of vaporization is not known due to insufficient knowledge of the surface temperature
distribution and subsequent condensation of the vapor in the cooler regions of the metal. Values of the
net evaporation rates for different alloys have been measured and are found to vary by two orders of
magnitude. Estimated maximum weld pool temperatures based upon the model are in good agreement
with previous experimental measurements of electron beam welds.

1. INTRODUCTION RON- --

LOSS of alloying elements from the weld pool due to
vaporization is important for a number of reasons. Firstly, if
the loss is great enough, the mechanical properties of the Wnter- coted tuomtble and
weld may be impaired.' Secondly, the composition of a I el.etroe-b
welding arc plasma influences the temperature of the arc,'
arc stability, and fume formation.' Thirdly, it has been
shown that vaporization places an upper limit on the tem-
perature produced on the surface of the metal due to evapo-

" rative cooling.' 9
A previous paper has presented a formalism for calcu-

lation of partial pressures of metal vapors above steel weld Z
pools.5 This analysis provided an estimate of the power lost
by evaporation as well as aa upper bound on the surface

-* temperature of steel weld pools as a function of alloy con-
position. In the present paper, this analysis is extended to serofo, w electrode

evaporation from aluminum and copper alloy weld pools - Window
where different metal vapors dominate. The results of the
calculations are then compared with experimental results
from both aluminum and steel weld metals.

11. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Both steel samples and aluminum alloy samples were
subjected to extended time welding in a specially adapted
chamber which was coupled to a direct reading emission
spectrometer. The chamber was supplied with a lens guiding
the light to the spectrometer grating. A mirror imaging de-
vice was provided to ensure uniform position of the work
and the electrode. The hearth was water cooled and the WATER

entire system was purged with argon flow. The rotating

water-cooled copper hearth shown in Figure 1 was em- Fig. I -Water-cooled turntable and gas-cooled electrode holder.
ployed in the case of 12.5 cm diameter 304 steel samples,
but the rotation has not proven useful. The slight deviations
of the rotating sample cause periodic sinusoidal changes in were obtained from stationary arc welds where the arc
the arc length and corresponding oscillations in the spectral length was more controllable.
signal. Therefore, this experiment could be characterized The 0.35 to 1.10 g steel samples consisted of 1.6 mm
only by lower and upper limits of spectrographic signal, diameter wires (502, 505, 5151, and 5212 steels) or 1.1 mm
voltage, current, and final weld chemical composition, and wire (410 steel) or 2.4 mm diameter wires (308L and 309L
not by a uniquely defined value of each of those parameters. steels). The thoriated tungsten electrodes of 1.6 mm di-
As a result, the experimental data presented in this paper ameter were mounted as shown in Figure 1. Each steel

sample was weighed before and after each experiment, yet
A. BLOCK-BOLTEN, Research Scientist, is now with the Depart- only the 308L and 309L stainless steel samples gave reason-

ment of Metallurgy and Materials Science, University of Toronto. able weight loss results (Figure 2), as other steels were too
T. W. EAGAR, Associate Professor, Materials Engineering, is with tie rea
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Insti-
tMe of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139. ment. The small amount of impurities in this gas stream and

Manuscript submitted September 23, 1983. the extended time of these tests created a significant weight

WMTALUaGICAL TRANSACTIONS 9 VOLUME i5, SruMMSER 164 -461
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Weight los % T is the absolute temperature, and
2.0- osPA has units of atmospheres.
2.5- The evaporation power loss PL is then

-0-- PL = rA(LA - AH) [watt cm 2] f3
,5_ -  . where

" . ._.... L is the heat of evaporation of pure A and
~o ---30 3opo WA is the partial molar heat of mixing of A in the alloy.

Fig. 2-Weighit-ko experiment. I -weight loss curve for 308L staess The evaporative energy loss, EL, is

1eel, 2-for 309L stainless steel; average voltage II V, current 2t atEL = rA(LA - '-A)twatt cm 2 s], 14]
15 A; averae ample size I g.

where t is time. In most cases XHA is small compared to the
loss or gain by oxidation over the course of the experiment heat of evaporation. If the element of interest is the solvent
in these other steels. The compositions of the steel and such as iron in steel or aluminum in aluminum alloys, DIA

Al-alloy samples used are given in Table I. The sizes of the can be neglected.
Al-alloy samples are specified in the caption of Figure 8. Using Eq. [1], it is possible to construct pressure-

Atomic absorption chemical analysis was performed on temperature diagrams for aluminum, copper, and iron base
buttons from the melted steel wires and on shavings drilled alloys as shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. These diagrams
out of craters of the Al-alloy samples after melting.

.. The spectrographic signals were ratioed relative to the
most abundant element of the alloy: Fe in steels and Al in
Al-alloys, through a system of analog dividers. The spectro-
graphic signals from the photomultipliers were measured by -,0
Keithley Model 480 picoamperometers.

-2.0.

III. PREDICTION OF

VAPORIZATION TENDENCY

As shown in a previous paper,3 the logarithm of the partial -40
pressure of an alloy component in the gas phase is propor-
tional to the sum of the logarithms of the standard pressure

"" of the pure element and the activity of the element in the'"" -4.0

alloy, i.e.,

logPA = log pA + logaA [ll ,a'

where

PA is the partial pressure of element A in the gas phase,
". p* is the standard pressure of pure A, and

"A is the activity of A in the alloy.
The vaporization rate can be predicted from the kinetic 0
theory of gases,

6

rA = 44.331( [g s-' . cm -21  121 -,.o.
50 10 70 sO 90 t00

where "

rA is the rate of evaporation of element A, Fig. 3-Aluminum alloys: vapor pressures for some constituent alloy
* MA is the molecular weight of A, additions.

Table I. Compositions of Starting Materials Used in This Study

Steels: Compositions As Delivered At Alloys: Composition As Delivered

Steel Number Pct Fe Pct Mn Pet Cr Alloy Number Pct Zn Pct Mg
410 86.70 0.45 12.03 7075 5.82 2.30
502 94.87 0.45 4.00 5083 0.014 4.06
505 89.70 0.45 9.06 5456 0.019 5.20
5151 98.05 0.54 0.99/1.37 6061 0.063 0.95
5212 97.30 0.55 1.91 2024 0.058 1.46
308L 67.25 1.91 21.00 1100 <0.010 <0.010
309L 59.65 1.79 26.08
304 68.80 1.75 18.66

462-VOLUME 153, SEPIEMBER 194 METALLURGICAL TRANSACTIONS a
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Fig. 4-Copper alloys: vapor pressures for some constituent alloy -30-, -&
additions.\

::\ \ \
are based on tabulated values of activity coefficients." To \ \ \
extrapolate Hultgren's activit_ (a) data to other (a.) tern- -3.5 \\ _ \ -3. 5Speratures, log a, = log a0 +&Gx (To - Tn)/4.575 ToTn,

\G_' was assumed identical to DT and I-G" or 3H was V \\ \,
used, whichever was available. 1-" is partial excess free _ .\".
energy of mixing. ,,,

As shown previously, mild interaction effects between -4.o0 \ \ -4.0
the alloying elements in ternary and higher order systems I \ \
can often be neglected;' however, strong interactions where \ \ \
compounds tend to form in the liquid metal cannot be N.

As shown previously for steels,' Eq. [4] can be com- -45 \ % -4.5
*: bined with the arc surface energy distributions of Nestor7 " "\. \

to produce upper limits on the surface temperature of the \ \ \
weld pool. Figure 6 shows such an upper bound analysis for \ \ \\"
a number of aluminum alloys. The upper bound analysis A \\
assumes that all of the power input to the weld pool is lost -5.0 1.

by vaporization of the metal. Since this is clearly not true, \ \
a least upper bound on the temperature of the weld pool
surface can be obtained if one knows what fraction of the \
total input power is lost by evaporation. As will be shown \
later, it is difficult to measure this quantity with precision. -5.5\ -- .
The concept of the upper bound temperature of the pool is ', \ \outlined in a previous paper.5 ' \ \

\ \

Mn-- \ \\-".-60 - \ \\ -6.0
IV. CORRELATION OF THEORY Ni \WITH EXPERIMENT Al - --- \ \

As noted in the experimental procedure section, a number \
of steel and aluminum alloys were arc melted for unusually \ \
long times in order to evaporate enough alloying compo- -6. 4 44 A 54 .5
nents to be detectable by chemical analysis. Due to prob- 4o0 4

lems of oxidation, only two of the stainless steel samples T
gave consistent results. The Mn and Fe spectrographic Fig. 5-Steels: vapor pressures for some constituent alloy additions.
signals normalized to the relatively stable Cr signals as a Numbers on curves represent weight percentages.

METALLURGICAL TRANSACTIONS B VOLUME 159. SErEMBER q19 - 463



NM-TEMPERTtAE m eSTRIUTION CSU-TEMPERATURE OISTMUTON function of arc melting time are shown in Figure 7. It will

A be noted that Mn is the primary element lost as predicted
son -A in order to test the model more completely, a series of six

aluminum alloys with varying zinc and magnesium contents
s, .\, were selected. Aluminum alloys were selected because the

2, 2 Zn and Mg have very high vapor pressures as compared to
aluminum; and as seen in Figure 6, this significantly lowers

C 3 the upper bound temperature.
2. ,,The aluminum alloys can be separated into four groups,

I Zn vapor dominates,
5 HlMg vapor dominates,

III nearly equivalent Zn and Mg vapor pressure exists,
IV Al vapor dominates.

Alloy 7075 belongs in group I as seen in Figure 8. If
we compare Table H and Figure 3, we see that the high
zinc concentration in 7075 alloy places the zinc isopleth of
Figure 2 well above the Mg isopleth for this alloy.

C Z Ao., A,L1v • 0o , 6 . O 1.4 Alloys 5083 and 5456 belong to group II as seen in
(I-)-- Figures 9 and 10. This is again consistent with the predic-

Fig. 6- Normal mode and cathode spot mode temperature distributions for tions made from Table [H and Figure 3.
the 5456 Al-alloy. The temperature is plotted vs non-dimensional distance Alloys 6061 and 2024 belong to group III as shown in
r/p from the center of the arc; p is defined as in Ref. 5 asp = VV/27c Figures 11 and 12, respectively. This result is not as easily
where V is the total power of the arc (in watts) and C is the peak power predicted from Figure 3 since the exact composition of the
density in watt • cm - '. The plots are based on Fig. 3 and on Nestor's 7

power distribution curves. Should 100 pct of energy go into evaporation of alloy and the temperature of the weld pool surface are not
pure aluminum, point A on temperature ordinate would correspond to the known precisely. Nonetheless, the spectrographic data of
expected maximum temperature of the weld pool. Points B and C mark Figure 13 clearly show a simultaneous rise in the spectral
10 pct and I pet energy going into evaporation, respectively. Curves I are signals for both Mg and Zn. It is interesting to note that
normal distribution (of energy) clrves for pure aluminum. Curves 2 are
those based on Nestor for pure Al. Curves 3 are for evaporation of 0.25 pct Zn typically reaches its maximum presence in the vapor later
Zn in Al, and curves 4 and 5 are for evaporation of 4.7 pct Mg in Al and than Mg, probably due to kinetic limitations since Zn is
5.5 pct Mg in Al. respectively, more dilute in the alloy. The gradual rise of both elementsII.

"'" 1.5

_•-- 308L STEEL"i...502 STEEL

11- SSSTEEL

0.5

n s y f h. MnOi

W5 02

doi aei ethe 5e a5A02 stes

'.'.ft S.V tmntet

Sial rin 51

t''30'-, 1 . . . %' 30*L

0 t 0(minutes) 60 0
:-" Fig. 7- Decay of normalized signal ratios of iron to chromium and manganese to chromium
%:.. (Cr content does not change significantly) for three different steels. As can be seen, Mn domi-
• nates over the iron in the vapor phase, Only after long periods of time does iron sun to
".' dominate in the 5151 and 502 steels.
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&.0 -0 Mg -5.0
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Fig. 8-Loss of Zn vs energy input in (KVA mmn] from aluminum alloy 7075. No change in Mg was found.
Original contents of Mg and Zn were 2.3 pict and 5.6 pct, respectively. The voltage during teats varied be-
tweens 12.5 and 15 V; current was set between 125 A and 150 A; the longest experiment lasted 45 min. The
size of the samples was 52 x 51 x 12.7 mmn. Rates of evaporation for this and other alloys ame given
in Table 111.

Table HI. Caculated Center Line Surface Temperature of Weld Pools for Si Alujulnum Allysn

2024 Alloy, 0.25 Pct Zn; 5083 Alloy, 0.25 Pct Zn;
1100OAlloy,O0toO0.l1* Pct Zn, Bal. Al 1.2 to1.8* Pct Mg 4 to 4.9* Pct Mg

Power Vapor t PC Range Power Vapor t OC Range Power Vapor t'C Range
Density, Pct Domination NM/CSM Density, Pt Domrination NM/CSM Density, Pct Domination NM/CSM

100 A] 1935*/2091 100 Mg 1422*/1751 100 Mg 1268*11491
10 Zn*, Al 1364*11614 10 Mg 1101*11290 10 Mg 994*/ 1126

1 Zn*, Al 968*/1530 1 Zn, Mg*csNI 870'! 975 1 Mg 807*1 905

5456 Alloy, 0.25 Pct Zn; 6061 Alloy, 0.25 Pct Zn; 7075 Alloy, 5.1 to 6. 1 * Pct Zn;
4.7 to 5.5* Pct Mg 0.S8to 1.2* Pct Mg 2.1 to 2.9 Pet Mg

Power Vapor t'C Range Power Vapor I 0C Range Power Vapor t OC Range
*Density, Pct Domination NM/CSM Density, Pct Domination NM/CSM Density, Pct Domination NM/CSM

100 Mg 1220*/ 1451 100 Mg 1513*/1882 100 Zn 1057*/1242
10 Mg 964*11104 10 Zn, Mg* 1154*/1358 10 Zn 795*/ 909

1Mg 783*! 891 1 Zn 870*! 994 1 Zn 612*! 695
*Normal Mode NM 200 A, 14.0 V, C = 2180 (wate cm--'
* Cathode Spot Mode CSM 200 A, 14.8 V. C = 6120 [watt -cm'] PeC& power density

*Not that the lower calculated temperatures correspond to the higher alloy compositions.

5.0 0MM

1.0 Zn%
L ---- ---- 01

p I i I i I I I i

0 20 40 60 s0 100
V t [kVAr mm]

Fig. 9 -Aluminum alloy 5083. Loss of Mg vs energy input. The change in Zn content occurs only in the first
few seconds of the experiment, then Zn remains constant. The original Mg content was 4.3 pct. Voltage and
current were 15 V and 125 A. The longest experiment lasted 45 min.
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M9% is most likely due to increase in the size of the weld pool
5 5456with time. Alloy 1100 is the only sample tested which be-

longs to group IV of the series.
4.f0'Summarizing, Figures 8 to 12 show the analyses taken

from the weld pools of different Al-alloys during extended
&0 -tim welding. The 7075 alloy with Zn-vapor domination

(Figure 8) exhibits changes only in Zn content, while Mg
2.0-content stays constant. In Figures 9 and 10, the Mg-vapo

ZR% dominated 30S3 and 5456 alloys show Mg-content falling
1.0 Z"n0 off, while Zn-content stays constant or below the detection

-------------------- level. Figures I11 and 12 for alloys 6061 and 2024 prove
C' & lb I0 I0 A0 -07 09 that both these alloys exhibit mixed vapor domination and

VxtfKVAmi-] both Zn and Mg contents change with time. In addition,
Fig. 10-Muminma tly 456. Loss of Mg Ys energyinput. The canges SEM semiquantitative analyses have also shown changes
in Zmcontntocolyef first seconds of theexpement.h"nZn in Zn only for the 7075 alloy, changes inMg only for 5083
remains constant. Original Mg content 3.8 pct. Average voltage was and 5456 alloy, and changes both in Mg and Zn content for
15 V, and current was set between 123 and 150 A. The longest experiment th204ad61alos
lasted 45 min.th 2anW6alos

mg 6061
j.2 -a Mg

* Zn

1.0 "0.0_

00.08

-0.05

-0.02

Zn -0.01

VIt [kVA mini

Fig. IlI-Aluminum alloy 6061. Loss of Mg and Zn vs energy input. Original Mg content was 0.95 pct
and the osiginal Zn content 0.06 pct. Average voltage 14 V; the current was set at 1S0 A. Longest experiment
lasted 45 min.

Table In. Net Easerg Last from Weld Pod by Evaporation of Alloying Elemnts

Apparent Apparent Long- Theoretical Apparent
initial Net Term (Mean) Evaporation Evaporation Percent of

Evaporation Evaporation Energy per Gross Arc Energy source
Evaporating Rate Rate (L - Aff) Energy Input* Lost by of Data

Group Al-Alloy Element (Ags' cm2 1 [gs', cm-] jsg j-11 lI&g J'- X 103) Evaporation (Figure No.)
1 7075 Zn 94.9 30.5 631.1 91.4 0.0144 8

Mg - - 173.5 - -

*If 5083 Zn (11.3) -0 631.1 38.0 0.0060 9
Mg 5.6 12.1 173.5 40.6 0.0235

5456 Zn - -0 631.1 - - 10
Mg 9.7 12.7 173.5 49.0 0.0280
AI** 0 (90 to 230) 92.8 - -

111 6061 Zn 1.2 1.2 631.1 3.6 0.0006 11
*Mg 0 1.2 173.5 3.6 0.0021

2024 Zn 12.0 1.3 631.1 3.8 0.0006 12
*Mg 10.0 3.4 173.5 3.4 0.0020

4gross energy input. Refs. 8. 9
* **from soot formation and Al-ball growth
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Fig. 12-Aluminum alloy 2024. Loss of Mg and Zn content vs energy input. Original Mg content 1.5 pct,
Zn content 0.06 pct. Average voltage was 14 V, and the current was set at 150 A. Longest experiment
lasted 30.2 min.

V. DISCUSSION

606 Al Allo The preceding results indicate that the model can effec-
tively use existing thermodynamic data to predict the doni-
nant metal vapors above the weld pool; however, it would
be useful if one could predict weld pool surface temperature
and hence the rate of alloy element loss. This proves to be

3a much more difficult task.
Quigley, et al.9 have estimated the evaporative power

I_ loss from a gas tungsten arc to be of the order of 2 pct of the
_-zn/A1 total power. If this is true, it would reduce the upper bound

temperatures based on 100 pct evaporative power loss as
shown in Figure 6 and in Table II. Indeed, if one were to
assume absolute evaporative power loss to lie between I and

I. I I. I L 10 pct of the total power, the surface temperature limit

t (men) would drop by 200 to 500 C for aluminum alloys. Table II
Fig. 13- Signal ratios of Mg and Zn normalized to aluminum, as typically shows that the surface temperature of aluminum alloy arc
observed for the 6061 aluminum alloy. The Mg/Al signal ratio is magnifid welds could vary from just above the elting temperature to

i 10 times. 700 *C superheat depending on alloy composition and the
amount of heat lost by vaporization.

As shown in Table III and Figures 8 though 12, weight
From Figures 8, 9, 10, U1, and 12, values of apparent loss measurements based on alloying element loss from the

initial evaporation rate, apparent long term (mean) evapo- weld samples gives net evaporative losses between zero and
' ration rate, and apparent evaporation per unit of energy 95[Ag s - " cm- 2 ]. This corresponds to maximum net

have been calculated. The latter value is normalized to gross vaporization losses of roughly 0.015 pct of the net incident
energy input 9 which is half of the total arc power input, power; however, it is believed that more metal than this is
as the other half is lost to the environment and does not vaporized from the center of the pool and then recondenses

- enter the weld pool. All these values, together with percen- on cooler regions, thus recycling through the system. This
tages .r.ferred to theoretical evaporation per unit energy is indirectly confirmed by spectrogra;phic monitoring of cal-

' (L - AH--IrI) are displayed in Table 111. It is seen that cium vapor in 304 stainless steels. The calcium spectro-
the net power lost by vaporization is much less than one graphic lines remain strong and do not diminish after

" percent of the total power input to the metal. As will be 15 minutes of welding even though there is only 10 ppm Ca
discussed later, this is much less than the absolute evapora- in the steel. The only way this small amount of Ca could
tive power loss; however, much of the absolute evaporative remain after such a long time is if it is "recycled" into the

, power is regained by condensation of the vapors in cooler metal by condensation. Although it is not possible to mea-
• regions of the weld pool. sure how much vapor condenses back into the pool rather
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than is lost, it is believed that a larger fraction of Zn recor- VI. CONCLUSIONS
denses back to the pool than is lost from the system. In a A thermodynamic model of vaporization from weld pools
sense, this is confirmed by the temperatures calculated for a berodyna ic can prictonefrominant pooal
the 7075 alloy in Table H. If the temperature were low has been presented which can predict the dominant metal
enough for only 0.015 pct of the power to be lost by vapor- vapors that form during welding in the absence of strong
ization, then the liquid would be cool enough to solidify, compound forming elements such as oxygen or nitrogen.

It is clear that at least several percent of the power at the The evaporative power loss in arc welding lies between
center of the 7075 alloy pool must be lost by zinc vapori- 1 and 10 pct of the incident power, although more precise

zation. Much of this power is recovered at the edges of e measurement is difficult due to condensation of metal va-
pool as the vapor condenses. Because of this evaporation- pors in cooler regions of the weld pool. These vaporization
condensation process it is very difficult to determine the rates place upper limits on the surface temperature of the

absolute vaporization rate with any accuracy. weld pool. These limits are in good agreement with mea-

* Schauer et al. used an infrared pyrometer to measure the surements on different alloys when using electron beam

weld pool surface temperature of electron beam welds in welding, but the results for arc welding are somewhat lower
steel andaluminum." If one assumes that the power lost than the temperatures often assumed for arc weld pools. It

from the electron beam weld pool is 6000 watts . cm 2 , the is concluded that the metal vaporization from the weld pool

measured temperatures are in reasonable agreement with the places a limit on the maximum temperature of the pool
values predicted by the model presented here as seen in which is significantly less than the boiling temperature ofTable IV. Indeed, these results are perhaps the most conclu- the metal. The presence of volatile alloying elements mayTabl IV Inice, tesereslts re erhps he ostconlu- further reduce this maximum temperature limit.
sive in showing that evaporative power losses set an upper furte redces ma teprate lmt
limit on the surface temperature of a weld pool. In general, Table IV indicates that aiarent evaporation rates (initial
these power losses probably lie between I and 10 pct of the and mean) confirm Zn domination of the group ! alloys, Mg
total power, but the value varies somewhat with alloy con- domination in group II, and co-domination of Zn and Mg • tent and with input power density. These losses provide a group III alloys.
tetadwt nu oe est.Teelse rvd The largest absolute evaporation seen occurs in the Zn
prediction of maximum arc weld pool surface temperatures te rs absolte vaporat ine ou in the"" between the melting point and 1600 °C for aluminum alloys dominated group I followed by Mg dominated group 11. The
abetween 200 m g and 500 C for lshigh en- apparent percentages of the total energy are very small indi-and between 2000 °C and 2500 °C for steels. Th e high en- ctn h tt e vp r r uj ce o m lil eyln
ergy density processes such as laser and electron beam can caring that the vapors are subjected to multiple recycwidg
produce even higher surface temperatures with greater rates during extended time arc welding.
of alloy vaporization than arc welds.

Table IV. Comparison of Predicted Welding Temperatures and Temperatures Measured by Schauer al."

Dominating Vapor
Maximum Predicted Temperatures (CSM) Species at CSM if Schauer's" Electron

Al-Alloy, Steel if 10 Pct or 100 Pct Energy Went 10 Pct 100 Pct Beam Temperatures
-r Metal into Evaporation Went into Evaporation t 0C

Aluminum 1775 Al
2091 Al

1100 1614 Zn 1900 ± 100
2091 Al (1990 to 2055)*

2024 1290 Mg 1700 ± 100
1751 Mg

5083 1126 Mg 1250 ± 100
1491 Mg

5456 1104 Mg
1451 Mg

6061 1358 Mg 1800 ± 100
1882 Mg (1800 to 1890)*

7075 909 Zn 1080 U100
1242 Zn (1380 to 1485)*

Steels with 0.5 pct Mn 2190 Mn 2290 + 60 HY-130 st
2520 Fe

Steels with 2.0 pct Mn 2010 Mn 2100 ± 50. 304 st
2520 Fe

20-6-9 steel Mn 1820 ±40
Mn

Tantalum Ta 4400 150
Ta

•*Data from Schauer's figures, not matching tabulated temperatures
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METAL VAPORS IN GAS TUNGSTEN WELDING ARCS

by

Gregory 3. Dunn

Submitted to the Department of Materials Science and Engineering
on August 10, 1984 in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degrees of

Bachelor of Science in Materials Science and Engineering
and

Master of Science in Materials Engineering

ABSTRC

Metal vapors in gas tungsten welding arcs were studied in order
to determine the effects of these vapors on arc properties and subse-
quently on weld bead configuration. Emission spectroscopy and
monochromatic photography were used to determine the composition and
distribution of vapors in arcs on stainless steel. It was found that.
in addition to the expected species (Fe, Un. Cr), calcium and aluminum
vapors were also detectable, even at very low base-metal concentra-
tions. All metal vapors were determined to be concentrated just above
the weld pool in high current arcs, but also present in the upper
regions of low current arcs. Aluminum and calcium were also found to
vaporize from the tungsten electrode.

Theoretical calculations of the plasma transport properties
revealed that small amounts of low ionization potential elements such
as aluminum or calcium do not have as great an effect on the electrical
and thermal conductivities as has been previously reported if the pres-
ence of other metal vapors such as iron or manganese is also
zonsidered.

It is therefore concluded that the effects of minor elements on

arc properties may be less important than has previously been believed
in explaining the variable penetration often associated with minor ele-
ment additions to the base metal, and that weld pool convection effects
such as surface tension modifications are probably more important.
However, the effects of vapors emitted by the tungsten electrode may
have a great effect on arc properties, as the shielding gas is other-
wise free of contaminants in the upper regions of the arc.

Thesis supervisor: Thomas W. Eagar
Title: Associate Professor of Materials Engineering
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Appendix C

(presented at AIME Annual Meeting, New York, NY, February 1985)

CHARACTERIZATION OF MOLTEN WELD POOL

by

J. Szekely, T. W. Eagar, J. McKelliget, and G. Dunn

ABSTRACT

A complete understanding of heat and fluid flow in the molten weld

pool requires an understanding of processes occurring within the arc plasma

itself. Through the simultaneous solution of Maxwell's equations, the

Navier-Stokes equation and the heat balance equation in the plasma, one

can predict the temperature, fluid flow and electric current fields in the

plasma. This permits one to estimate the fraction of heat conducted to the

workpiece by the current and by convection. It is further shown that these

fields can be perturbed by the introduction of metal vapors within the plasma.

Experimental studies confirm that these vapors are not homogeneously distri-

buted throughout the plasma, hence, the complete solution to this problem

becomes formidable although not intractable.
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SPECTOMIETRIC TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

OF THERMAL RADIATORS

by

GORDON BRUCE HUNTER

Submitted to the Department of Materials Science and Engineering
on May 4. 1964 in partial fulfillment of the requirements

for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Metallurgy

ABSTRACT

It is demonstrated that the temperature of a thermal radiator can be
determined by multiple spectral radiance measurements without prior

* knowledge of the emissivity of the source. This new passive measurement
* technique assumes only that a smooth function exists between spectral

emissivity and wavelength. The spectral radiance values are fit to a
Plack radiation law relation to yield the temperature of the source.

* Computer simulations are included to show that relative errors in the
* temperature measurements are generally an order of magnitude less than

- relative errors in the spectral radiance measurements and in the simul-
taneously calculated spectral emissivity values.

A Multichannel Infrared-Red Temperature Micro-Analyzer (MIRTXA)
-. system is described. This early prototype Instrument is capable of moni-

toring temperatures above 1100 K with a spatial resolution of 100 gm and
a temporal resolution of 3 s using spectral radiance measurements at
approximately 200 wavelengths in a range of 0.6-0.8 a. Demonstrations
of this equipment on a heated platinum strip source are described and
discussed. The temperature measurements of these sources are generally

* within 5% of the actual temperature, but can be within 11% using certain
* techniques.

Capabilities and limitations of the method and the MIRIIIA equipment
* are presented. The various calibrations used with the technique are also
* explained, particularly with respect to corrections for the nonlinear

response of the Silicon Intensified Target detector employed as part of
* the MIRTMA. Potential improvements to the method and instrument based on
* this work are presented.

Thesis Supervisor Dr. Thomas W. Eagar

Title Associate Professor of Materials Engineering
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Appendix E (presented at SPIE Thermosense VII Conference, Cambridge, 
MA, November 1984)

A improved method of multi-wavelenth 
pyrometry

Gordon B. Hunter, Charly D. Allemand, and Thomas W. 
Eagar

Materials Processing Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Abstract

It is demonstrated that the temperature of a thermal radiator can be determined by curve
fitting techniques using multiple spectral radiance measurements without prior knowledge of
the emissivity of the source. This new passive measurement technique assumes only that a
smooth function exists between spectral emissivity and wavelength. The spectral radiance
values are fitted to a Planck radiation law relation to yield the temperature of the source.
Error analysis shows that relative errors in the temperature measurements are generally an
order of magnitude less than in the spectral radiance measurements and in the simultaneous-
ly calculated spectral emissivity values. Computer simulations are included which show the
effects of varying different parameters, such as the number of data pairs, the wavelength
range, the spectral emissivity behavior, the source temperature, and the measurement noise,
on the accuracy of the temperature determination. Experimental confirmation of this tech-
nique is presented showing temperature measurements within 1% of the actual temperatures on
a platinum surface within a temperature range of 1273-1724 K.

Introduction

One of the greater problems faced by spectrometric methods of temperature measurement is
characterization of the emissivity of the source. The most widely used types of radiation

*. pyrometry are based on an approximation of the Planck radiation law and an assumption of
* constant spectral emissivity in the observed wavelength band. Ratio pyrometry techniques,

such as the two color method, are examples of this' Other methods require that emissiv-
ity be determined separately from the temperature to obtain accurate thermal measurements.

One class of techniques, referred to as multi-wavelength pyrometry, has been developed to
calculate both the temperature and emissivity of a thermal radiator employing one set of
radiation measurements from several wavelengths 3- 6 . Typically, these techniques involve
assuming a functional dependence between spectral emissivity and wavelength, and then using
the radiation measurement data to determine the adjustable emissivity parameters and tem-

*. perature by solving simultaneous equations. The main disadvantage with these methods is
. the sensitivity of the accuracy to radiation measurement errors 6

An improvement to this approach is to use a much larger number of radiation measurements
to determine the temperature and emissivity parameters using curve fitting techniques. The

i sensitivity to measurement errors is greatly reduced by the statistics involved with curve
fitting a large number of measurements. The only assumption necessary for this technique
is that a smooth function exists between spectral emissivity and wavelength over the wave-
length range of the radiation data.

Theory

Provided that the source is a thermal radiator, the spectral radiance (NX in units of
W/cm 2-pm-sr) emitted is function of the wavelength (A in um) of the radiation, the tempera-

* ture (T in K) of the source, and the spectral emissivity (CX) of the emitting surface ac-
- cording to the Planck radiation law:

N C- C, /W&' (eC2/AT 1)) (i)

where C1 (11910 W-um/cm2 -sr) and C 2 (14387.9 pm-K) are the Planck radiation constants "2 ,?.
Typical Planck radiation law curves are shourn in Figure 1. Emissivity is a function of
many variable& , however all but wavelength are constant if the spectral radiance measure-
ments are simultaneous and optically identical.

Because it has been difficult to establish an analytical expression, spectral emissivity
has been represented in many studies by a simple series of terms with adjustable parameters,
a polynomial for instance, valid in a restricted wavelength range 3,6. Substituting the
assumed spectral emissivity function into Equation 1 yields the spectral radiance relation
as a function of only wavelength at a constant temperature. The temperature and coeffi-
cients of the emissivity relation are obtained simultaneously by curve fitting the spectral

"* radiance measurements for a large number of wavelengths to the spectral radiance function.
. This eliminates the need to determine emissivity separately from the temperature.

; 40 /SPIE Ve 520'ThgosrenesVII (1984)
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Figure 1. Planck radiation law curves with a constant spectral emissivity (c. 1) for four
" temperatures. The dotted line denotes the locus of curve maxima for all temperatures and

this spectral emissivity.

The insensitivity of the temperature determination to errors in the spectral radiance
measurements can be shown analytically by differentiating Equation 1 and substituting the
relations:

Z = C2 / T (2)

Y = z / (1- e-Z) (3)

into the result to obtain:

SdNX/NA dcA/c A + Y dT/T (4)

For the iange of wavelengths and temperatures examined in this study, Y is about one order
of magnitude. Thus, a relative error in the spectral radiance data will cause at most an
equal relative error in spectral emissivity or about an order of magnitude less relative
error in temperature. The precision in the emissivity and temperature determinations are
further increased due to the statistical nature of the curve fitting analysis.

As can be deduced from Equation 4, correlation effects between the adjustable parameters,
, even in the absence of experimental error in the spectral radiance (dN,/N, = 0), can cause

errors in the temperature determination:

dcA/c, - -Y dT/T (5)

* Application

The eventual goal of this work is to produce an instrument and technique to measure sur-
face temperatures of molten gas-tungsten arc weld pools. Most previous studies of weld
pool temperatures have employed thermocouples"" 0 . These techniques have been far from op-
timal since the thermocouples impede fluid motion in the pool and may alter the thermal
profile'. To avoid contact with the weld pool some investigators have used total radiation
pyrometry to map isotherms on and around the weld pool'' - 3 , however the difficulty in
determining the emissivity has prevented them from accurately associating these isotherms
with absolute temperatures.

Recent advances in multichannel photoelectric detectors allow the simultaneous spectral
radiance measurements at multiple wavelengths. Coupled with the rapid data processing
capabilities of computers, these detectors make practical the improved pyrometric technique
described above. This technique has the potential for eliminating the problems encountered
with thermocouples or emissivity in other studies, as well as making accurate thermal
measurements.

An instrument was built to experimentally demonstrate the technique and serve as a proto-
type for eventually measuring weld pool surface temperatures'1. The instrument is named the

SPIE VoL 520 Thermos ,s* VII (1M4) / 41
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Multichannel Infrared-Red Temperature Micro-Analyzer (MIRTMA). The MIRTMA is divided func-
tionally into three parts: the infrared microscope, the detector system, and the data pro-
cessor. The infrared microscope is comprised of the spectrograph, which disperses the
radiation onto the photodetector surface, and of the focusing optics, which image a 100 um
effective source area onto the spectograph. The detector system measures the photon irra-
diance and provides experiment sychronization capabilities, while the data processor is used
to calibrate the detector response to spectral radiance and analyze the calibrated data to
determine the source temperature. The detector selected for this study is a Silicon Inten-
sified Target (SIT) vidicon detector purchased from EG&G Princeton Applied Research Corpor-
ation"'s. The spectral radiance from approximately 200 channels (of the available 500)
of wavelength in the range 0.60-0.80 pm were measured since only these channels registered
significant signals.

Once the spectral radiance data has been obtained, the data processor uses a curve fit-
ting routine to calculate the temperature. For the purposes of curve fitting, the spectral
emissivity is assumed to follow each of three relations in turn:

ex e.1 + ell ( (6)
Ck -c + A 2 a  (7)

Ce a 2 12 (7)
* - e(Cs+C1sA) (8)

where eiS are constant coefficients for the particular experimental conditions. Equation 8
is employed by Svet for his multi-wavelength technique3.

The curve fitting routine is a two step process. Initially, a value for the temperature
is assumed to determine the emissivity coefficients of the linear spectral emissivity func-
tion (Equation 6) by a least squares method". By repeating this process, the routine
searches for a temperature which will yield a minimum e term. The temperature that is
found is then used to calculate a mean emissivity value:

A X -coo. (9)

This provides approximations of temperature and emissivity which are used as the starting

point for the second step of the process.

Next, the routine uses a least squares fit with a gradient expansion search algorithm'
to find the emissivity coefficients and the temperature using each spectral emissivity func-
tion above in turn. The method involves expanding the fitting function in a Taylor's expan-
sion with the adjustable parameters of the spectral emissivity function and temperature,
then uses a least squares method to find the optimum values of these parameters. These
optimum values are chosen by minimizing the reduced chi-squared value for the fit so that
the relative decrease in the chi-squared value for small changes in the parameters is re-
duced below a threshold (0.01%).

Computer simulations

To demonstrate the improved multi-wavelength technique, a series of computer simulations
were devised. Theoretical spectral radiance data was generated using the Planck radiation
law (Equation 1) for a given schedule of temperature, emissivity function, wavelength range,
and number of data pairs (see Table 1). A temperature of 1800 K was chosen for most sched-
ules since this is the approximate melting temperature of steel. To simulate experimental
noise, the generated Planck law values were multiplied by a rundom number series of uniform
distribution around unity. This is not necessarily the form of noise expected in practice,
but for simplicity the noise was assumed proportional to the spectral radiance. The rms

• value of the difference between the random number series and unity is used to describe the
three simulated experimental noise levels: 0.00%, 2.85%, and 5.70%.

Table 1. Schedules of Parameters for the Computer Simulations
Schedule T (K) C Data Pairs Range (7m)

S77.- 200 0.6 -0.8
2 1273 1.0 200 0.6 - 0.8
3 1800 1.6 - 1.0 200 0.6 - 0.8
4 1800 1.0 100 0.6 - 0.8
5 1800 1.0 200 0.5 - 1.5

These generated data sets were used to simulate measured data for the curve fitting rou-
tines. For each noise level, a mean and standard deviation for the adjustable parameters
were calculated by repeating the procedure with 20 different sets of data for each schedule.
The mean and standard deviation of the temperature parameter, which give an indication of
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the errors and scatter in the temperature measurements, are shown relative to the actual
temperature in Figures 2-5. The results for two noise levels of Schedule 3 are given in
Table 2.

*Schedule I. ^ A Schedule 28,t X 1.50 - Schedule 3
* '. s X Schedule 4

4.98 t , * Schedule S

W W*z Iz 85

5.8 4.8

4.8

3. 
3.

W W2.8 S

*~ Schdul 5 1.
1..8

8.0T

8.9 2.8 4.8 6.8 8.0 2.8 4.8 6.8

RMS NOISE MX) RMS NOISE CX)
Figure 2. Computer simulation results for Figure 3. Computer simulation results for
the constant emissivity assumption (Equation the two term polynomial emissivity assump-

- 9). The mean temperature measurement error tion (Equation 6). The mean temperature
relative to the actual temperature is above measurement error relative to the actual(note the change of scale) with the relative temperature is above with the relative stan-
standard deviation of the measurements below. dard deviation of the measurements below.
Table 2. Mean Parameter Results of the Schedule 3 (EX - 1.6 1.0A) Simulation (Standard

s Deviations in Parentheses)" Rmns £ A Fitting
Noise (%) Equation T (K) co,0.0 0 9 1=YI 0-71

6 1800 1.60 -1.00
7 1831 0.94 0.06 -0.48
8 1752 1.30 -1.56

5.70 9 1864 (86) 0.72 (0.40)
6 1834 (61) 1.37 (0.98) -0.83 (0.93)
7 1855 (53) 0.82 (0.39) 1.12 (0.39) -0.47 (0.62)
8 1784 (98) 0.94 (1.33) -1.31 (0.57)

As can be seen, the introduction of as much as 5.7% rms noise causes less than a 0.5%relative mean temperature error, with less than a 5% relative standard deviation, for most
schedules and spectral emissivity assumptions. Table 2 shows that the errors and scatter
tend to be much larger for the emissivity parameters than for the temperature determination,
which is typical of all of the simulations. This behavior is as expected from the analysis
of Equations 4 and 5. Also consistent with this analysis is the reduction in most errors

*" and scatter for the lower temperature simulation (Schedule 2) due to the increase in Y value
(Equation 3) compared to the higher temperature (Schedule 1). Reducing the number of datapairs from 200 (Schedule 1) to 100 (Schedule 4) generally caused an increase in the mean
error and standard deviation, as is expected by curve fitting statistics.

. In the wavelength regions and temperatures examined, the Planck radiation law appears
roughly exponential in nature, as can be seen in Figure 1. Thus, especially with the expo-nential fitting function (Equation 8), there is a possible ambiguity between the effects of
a change in the temperature or emissivity parameters that cannot be resolved by the curvefitting routines and results in a correlation between these parameters. As is expected fromthis, the mean errors and standard deviations are usually greatest for the exponential emis-
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Figure 4. Computer simulation results for Figure 5. Computer simulation results for
the three term polynomial emissivity assump- the two term exponential emissivity assump-

* tion (Equation 7). The mean temperature tion (Equation 8). The mean temperature
measurement error relative to the actual measurement error relative to the actual
temperature is above with the relative stan- temperature is above with the relative stan-
dard deviation of the measurements below. dard deviation of the measurements below.

sivity function. Extending the wavelength range to 0.5-1.5 um (Schedule 5) greatly reduces
these values, especially for the exponential function, since the Planck radiation law curvedoes not approximate a linear exponential function in the extended range.

The generated spectral emissivity values for Schedule 3 drop linearly from 1.0 to 0.8 as
the wavelength increases from 0.6 to 0.8 um. The constant and exponential emissivity fit-
ting functions are expected to have difficulty fitting this behavior and thus cause errors
in the temperature measurement. However, the two and three term polynomial emissivity fit-
ting functions would be expected to make more accurate temperature measurements. In fact
aside from the two term polynomial emissivity with no noise, the largest mean temperature
measurement errors occur with Schedule 3. Correlation effects between the fitting para-
meters are again the cause. A clear example of this is seen in Table 2 comparing the mea-
sured polynomial emissivity parameters for data with no noise. In the absence of correla-
tion between the parameters, the results for the two and three term polynomial functions
should be identical (with 22 m 0 from Equation 6).

The effect of a temperature gradient within the source area was also simulated. For sim-
plicity, the source is assumed to be divided in equal parts symmetrically to an average tem-
perature so that half of the source is at a lower temperature and half of the source is at a
higher temperature. This is a condition which is more severe than would actually exist.
Three gradients are compared using the parameters of Schedule 1 of Table 1: 0.0% (1800 K),
1.0% (1791 and 1809 K), and 10% (1710 and 1890 K). The results of these simulations are
shown in Table 3. Even with this extreme approximation for the gradient, the measurement
errors relative to the average temperature (2.4-3.8% for the 10% gradient) are less than the
gradient itself. In addition, it can be seen that even with thermal gradients on the order
of 1% in the measured area, the fitting routine will find the correct average temperature.

Experimental demonstration

To demonstrate the technique experimentally, the temperature of a resistively heatedplatinum strip was measured using the MIRTMA system. The spectral emissivity behavior of
this source was unknown. The temperature of the source area on the strip was monitored with
a thermocouple for comparison with the MIRTMA results. Measurements were made at four tem-
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peratures within 1270-1725 K and the results are shown in Figure 6. More detailed descrip-
tions of these measurements and the MIRTMA are being prepared for publication and are also
included in Reference 14.

X equation 9

* A E m 7'
a E~quationS 6

* -
'ttAax EoIua. Ion

---
*~4 /E0

4 0- Table 3. Temperature Results (in X) of
,140.0 - the Thermal Gradient Simulations

- Gradient cX Fitting quation
- of T (S) 9 6 7

.- - 0.0
1.0 1801 1801 1601 1801

12ee.e6 --_____ i_ _ I10.0 1844 1865 1868 1863

1266.6 1466.6 1606.6 I886.O

T CK) from T/C

Figure 6. Comparison of the MIRTMA measure-
*ments to the thermocouple (T/C) measurements

of the platinum strip source (perfect agree-
"- ment and 5% error bands are denoted by solid
• and dotted lines resuectively).

The MIRTMA temperature measurements are generally within 5% of the thermocouple measure-
ments, and are within 0.5% for the three term polynomial emissivity fitting function. The
inability of the constant function to adequately fit the actual spectral emissivity behavior

-" accounts for the errors with that function, and correlation effects are the cause of the
large errors with the exponential function.

Suary
This paper describes an improved method of multi-wavelength pyrometry which uses curve

fitting techniques. This method fits multiple spectral radiance measurements to the Planck
radiation law relation to determine temperature and spectral emissivity simultaneously. It

. assumes only that a smooth function exists between spectral emissivity and wavelength over
the range of the observed wavelength band. Relative errors in the temperature measurements
are generally an order of magnitude less than random relative measurement errors of spectral
radiance and than relative errors in the calculated spectral emissivity values.

Computer simulations show that the accuracy and precision of the technique increases as
the wavelength range is extended toward the peak in spectral radiance and as the number of

* measured data pairs increases. Simulations also show that thermal gradients of approximate-
ly 1% of the average temperature within the source area cause negligible errors in the tem-
can be used to measure temperatures of a platinum strip within 1274-1724 K. These thermal

measurements agreed with thermocouple measurements to within 5% for all assumed forms of the
emissivity fitting function and within 0.5% for the three term polynomial emissivity func-
tion.

Errors may be caused in the temperature measurements if the assumed functional form of
spectral emissivity with wavelength has too few terms to fit, or is otherwise inappropriate

* for, the actual behavior. This problem is exacerbated by correlation effects between the
temperature and emissivity parameters during curve fitting with the current procedures.

aFurther work is being conducted to improve the fitting procedure and minimize correlation
effects between the adjustable parameters. Reducing correlation effects should increase the
temperature measureaent accuracy and shorten the computation time. Studies are also being
conducted to determine the proper emissivity function and its limits of validity
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'* useful discussions.
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A Method of Filming
Metal Transfer in

Welding Arcs

Standard optical components

and a small He-Ne laser are used to

observe metal transfer in welding arcs m htm mwac , ho v & ot ,, , wi AM W and "AWmrs, Red t ifth coilMated kserbeam.w used

to Aimnwte the arc area

BY C D. AUEMAM, R. SCHOEDER, D. E. RES, AND T. W. EAGAR

During studies of metal transfer in gas metal arc or shielded

metal arc welding, it is often useful to perform high speed
cinematography of the transfer process; however, the high 2

• .light emission from the arc creates a number of practical
problems. The conventional solution is to flood the arc area

.- with a light source of even greater intensity than the arc. This
' very intense light is then photographed through a very

strong neutral density filter. While this approach provides a
very good image of the metal transfer, the external light
source is relatively expensive, and the severe filtering of the
arc light can result in loss of structural information about the
arc plasma.

This article describes an optical layout that has been used LENS I

to take moving pictures of a filler metal wire and droplets in a
gas metal arc. More generally, the apparatus is applicable to INT _R____N

observation of an opaque object surrounded by a bright and DIAPRAGM
transparent light source of such high intensity that it blinds FILTER
the detector and prohibits direct observation.

This article describes an apparatus that produces a shad-
owgraph of the electrode and the detaching metal drops.
The system can also be used with interchangeable filters that
permit a portion of the arc light to be transmitted, thus
providing additional information about the arc plasma.

The Shadowgraph

The 0.8 mm (0.030 in.) diameter output beam of a 2 mW CAMERA LENS 2

He-Ne laser is expanded and spatially filtered into a 20 mm
(0.79 in.) diameter collimated beam and used to illuminate
the object represented in Fig. 1 by an opaque sphere. Since
the plasma surrounding the object is transparent at 633 nm,
the collimated laser light passes through the plasma and is
concentrated by lens 1 (placed at a distance of twice its focal
length from the sphere) into the hole of a diaphragm placed
at the focus of the lens. A narrow band interference filter , SECOND IMAGE PLANE
which transmits at the laser wavelength is placed behind the " FILM

diaphragm. All the laser light passes through this filter, except 1-Simplified optical diagram of the shadowgraph, showing the
the part blocked by the opaque sphere and a small fraction Fig. i-Smlfe pia iga ftesaogah hwn h
whhe ia srtb ed by the filtue.Ths s ple a pa rat n way spatial and interference filters were used to block off arc ght

which is absorbed by the filter. This simple apparatus may and admit laser Iht only. Note that in this diagram the laser beam
overfills the camera lens. An opaque drop is shown in the Oblect
area and its shadow is traced to the film. The image position and

C D ALLEMAND. R SCHOEDER, D E. RIES, and T W EAGAR are height are indicated by the intersection of the image plane and field
*with the Department of Material Science and Engineenng, Massa- ray The chief ray through the center of each imaging lens is
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass represented by a dashed line
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S- - SPATIAL FILTER

WINDOW

* ,FILLER WIRE AND DROP

.0 -WINDOW

LENS I

DIAPHRAGM* SPATIAL FILTER

"- FIRST IMAGE PLANE

Fg. 2 - 16 mm movie shadowgraph obtakied with the shadowgrph ERECTOR LENS I

of Figr 1, to which a field lens has been added The fer metal

recorded. The interference nrigs are due partly to the absence of a
spatial filter in the beam expander and partly to the presence of a
narrow band interference filter SECOND IMAGE PLANE

ON FIELD LENS 3

thus be used to form a shadowgraph of the sphere. The
image is produced at one focal length of lens q behind the
diaphragm and is relayed to the high speed camera film
plane by lens 2 of the camera.

To understand how the light from the arc is excluded from
the shadowgraph, one must remember that light from the
arc is not collimated but is emitted in all directions. The arc
light is not focused on the diaphragm, and most of it is CAMERA LENS 4
rejected at this point. The small portion of arc light thatT I A
passes through the diaphragm (which acts as a spatial filter) is ON FILM

rejected by the narrow band interference filter. The arc light
is nearly completely blocked by both the spatial and the Fig. 3- Complete optical layout. The interference titer his been
wavelength filter, and only the laser light reaches the film to removed to alow enough arc Ight through the optical tram for the
produce a red background with a sharp shadow of the film to record the arc path. An erector lens and a rxed lens have
object, as seen in Fig. 2. been added See text for detals

The resolution of the image is limited by the diaphragm
and by the quality of the imaging optics. Use of good quality
35 mm camera lenses and reasonably large diaphragm 4) When studies are performed in a glove box, the laser
openings (e.g., 1.5 to 3 mm) have produced acceptable beam can be introduced into and led out of the glove box
resolution. through glass windows, also shown in Fig. 3. These windows

There are a number of considerations which make this should be polished plane parallel glass tilted about 5 degrees
system more practical:

1) The object on the first image plane is reversed such
that the camera records an upside-down picture. This is
reversed by adding another lens (lens 2, Fig. 3) that produces Table 1-Equipment Specifications
a secondary, upright image. This lens can also be used as a
relay lens to increase the distance from the object to the
camera. Laser: Spectra Physics, 2 mW He-Ne

2) The camera lens diameter (lens 4, Fig. 3) is usually much Model 145-02
Expander with spatial Spindler & Hoyer 258 Model

smaller than the beam diameter at the level of the camera filter: 038655
lens. Therefore, much of the field is lost; however, this may Lens 1: 1 150 mm, 6 elements.
be restored to full object size by a field lens (lens 3) placed self-desiuned&
on the second image plane. Neutral density filter: ND 0.5, OPCO Labs,

3) The camera lens has a diaphragm that is normally used Leominster, Mass.
to adjust the film exposure. In the directed light system Erector lens: Mamiya/Sekor 1:2/50
described, light from a point in the object area reaches a Diaphragm: NRC Model 1D-1.5 opened 1.5

well-defined and small part of the camera lens. Therefore, mm

the camera lens diaphragm does not act as a normal Interference filters: 633 nm, Andover Corp.,
• Lawrence, Mass.

aperture stop, but rather as a field stop. Since this is not Field lens: f 200 mm bi-converse simple
desirable, the camera lens diaphragm is kept wide open and lens, 40 mm diameter
the exposure is adjusted by means of neutral density filters. Camera lens: Schneider Tele-Xenar 1:2.8/75
The exposure was measured roughly by means of a 35 mm Spacer ring: 10 mm
still camera before test runs with the high speed camera Camera: Redlake Hycam. model 41

% were made. The aperture of the 35 mm camera was opened Optical benches and Klinger Scientific
wider than the beam, and the focal length of its lens was accessones:
taken into account to estimate the correct exposure for the . 1 y be ra b a cu- 1 w pc otogrp1o0 repm laph or
high speed movie. em wh daer sperte of 25S tor more
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Fig. 4-Gas metal arc weldkf of tiaruam: Top Left-Cathode plasma jet forms; Top Rlht -jel repels metal dop; Bottom Left - drop
detaches, jet breaks; Bottom Right -jet broken. Replacement of the narrow band filter 'with the neutral density fiter provides more
knfolmation on the behavior of the plasma as wel as the droplet detadment

This produces an image of the electrode and droplets which
is back-iluminated by the red laser light and front-illuminated

from vertical to prevent a second surface reflection from by the blue arc light - Fig. 4. The arc itself is clearly visible and
following the main optical path. can be allowed to overexpose as a white image on the film.

The instrument specifications of this system are given in

Addition of Arc Light Illumination Table 1.

The shadowgraph apparatus produces a black image on a Conclusion
red background, without information on the droplet surface
or even on the arc itself. Some of this information can be A method has been described which permits viewing of
retrieved if one removes the 633 nm laser filter, thus letting metal transfer in welding arcs using relatively inexpensive
some of the arc light through the system. The balance optical components and a small size He-Ne laser. In many

* between the laser and the arc light is reached by adjusting cases, the optical information transferred by this method is
the diameter of the diaphragm hole and by adding a neutral superior to that obtained through use of intense external
density filter where the narrow band filter had been located, light sources and very dense neutral filters.

WELDING JOURNAL 147
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PAGE 2

WEAR OF CONTACT TIPS IN GAS-METAL ARC WELDING OF TITANIUM

by

Jerome Lee LaPointe

Submitted to the Department of Mechanical Engineering
on June 4, 1984 in partial fulfillment of the

requirements for the degree of

Bachelor of Science

ABSTRACT

Wear in copper contact tips occurs much more rapidly
in gas-metal arc (GMA) welding when titanium wire is used

* than when steel wire is used. This rapid wear necessitates
frequent changing of contact tips, which is expensive. Ex-
periments were run to understand the wear mechanisms and
factors controlling wear in the contact tip. The results of

* the experiments reveal that titanium's low thermal conduc-
* tivity causes melting of the wire at the contact tip-wire

interface. Melted titanium can build up at the contact
point and can lead to Jamming of the wire in the contact tip
or it can "freeze" to the moving wire and abrade the softer
contact tip surface. Jamming of the wire in the contact tip
did not occur in this experiment.

Thesis
Supprvisor: Thomas W. Eagar

Title: Associate Professor of Materials Engineering
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" 
Appendix H

(presented at AIME Annual Meeting, New York, NY, February 1985)

CONTACT TIP WEAR IN GAS-METAL ARC WELDING OF TITANIUM

by

K. T. Ulrich, J. L. LaPointe, G. B. Hunter, and T. W. Eagar

ABSTRACT

When titanium wire is used in gas-metal arc (GMA) welding, copper contact

tips wear more rapidly than when steel wire is used. This wear is accompanied

by arcing between the base plate and the contact tip instead of between the

plate and the filler wire, a phenomenon called "burnback." Burnback requires

a complete shutdown of the welding operation and is therefore an expensive

problem. Experiments were run to understand the mechanism of contact tip

failure. The results of these experiments reveal that the low thermal

conductivity of titanium causes melting to occur at the sliding electrical

contact junction between the filler wire and the contact tip. Melting and

subsequent freezing of titanium at the contact point can either build up and

cause jamming of the filler wire in the contact tip or can cause adhesion of

a chunk of titanium to the filler wire that then abrades the copper contact

surface. The mechanism leading to the jamming of wire in the contact tip

led to burnback in several of the experimental cases.

"2
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(in press)

Influence of Arc Pressure
on Weld Pool Geometry

A new model of a compound vortex is proposed as a

possible mechanism to explain the deep surface depression

encountered at currents over 300 amperes

BY M. L UN AND T. W. EAGAR

- ABSTRACT. At currents over 300 at currents up to 240 amperes (A), but results cannot explain the experiental
amperes, the surface of the weld pool the depth increases rapidly as the current evidence obtained at high orrentsbecomes markedly depressed and the is increased by 30 A - FiS. 1. This rapid where the depth is significant. As a result,
assumption of a flat surface is no longer change in surface depression depth is the assumption that arc pressure signifi-
valid. In order to predict the weld pool difficult to explain by the increase in arc candy alters weld pool geometry is no
geometry, the shape of the surface pressure which scales paraboicaly with longer considered to be valid. Instead, a
depression under the action of the arc weld current (Ref. 11). Arc pressure also simplified convection model is proposed
pressure has been calculated. wl not explain why one current value which can, in principle, explain the very

At currents of 300 amperes, it is found (e.g., 260 A) can give either a depth of 1 deep surface depression of the weld
that the arc pressure cannot account for mm (0.04 in.) or a depth of 5 mm (0.20 pool at high currents.
either the depth or the shape of the in.).
expeimentaly observed surface depres- In order to evaluate'whether arc forces Anallal Model
sion. Instead, a new model of a corn- of the magnitudes measured previously
pound vortex is proposed as a possible (Ref. 2) are capable of explaining the The surface depression will form a
mechanism to explain the deep surface experimentally observed surface depres- shape which minimizes the total energy;
depression in this current range. sion depths, an analytical model was hence, calculus of variations may be used

developed. This model accounts for the to calculate this shape under the action of
k'Ifodactlon balance of hydrostatic potential energy arc pressure subject to the constraint that

and surface energy with the work per- the volume of the weld pool is constant.
A number of investigators have stud- formed by the arc pressure displacing the In this model, it is assumed that there is no

ied the magnitude of arc pressure in 8" Squid. convection in the molten pool and that
tnlpten arcs (Refs. 1-6). Some attempts It will be seen that this model may be the weld is of the partial joint penetration
have been made to explain the formation used to explain the experimental obser- type. In addition, for ease of analysis,
of several weld defects such as humped vations at low currents where surface cylindrical symmetry is assumed.

* beads, finger penetration and undercut- depression is shallow; however, the The energy to be minimized is the
ting (Refs. 6,7,8) based on the assumption surface energy plus the potential energy
that the arc pressure depresses the sur- of the liquid pool. Analytically, this takes
face of the weld pool. An analytical the form
model was developed by Friedman (Ref.
9) to simulate the distortion of fully pene- r d
trated molten pools in thin plates under ~- 2rI1
the action of arc pressure and gravitation- J 2rr + ( j dr +
at forces.

In our own experiments, we have h + w (1)
studied the influence of welding currents • 2wr(h - w) (H - dr
on the depth and shape of the surface
depression (Ref. 10). Surprisingly, it was
found that the surface depression depth Z where the first integral on the right hand
is very small (less than 1 mm, le., 0.04 in.) side of equation (1) is the interfacial

energy between the gas and the lquid
____ ____ _,_,_ Iphase and the second integral is the

sedon a p resentedat the 65th Annual 241 211 too potential energy of the lquid pool, with
AWKS Convention held in Delas, Texas, durS, 912111T r amperes respect to a reference plane at h - H

8-13, 7984. A$. 7- Variation of suface depresson depth The geometry of this system is shown in
SM L. LV and T. W EACAR are associated with with current, as observed experwnental. The Fig. 2.

the Material ProcesswV Center, Massadx- arrows denote increasing and decreasig cur- Equation (1) is subject to two con-
setts hstute of Technoogy, Cambridge, MaS- rent and the fact that a hysteresis in surface straints. First, constant liquid volume,
sacthusetts depression exists as curent is chanVed which can be expressed as:
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performed by the arc force and the total
system energy which is the smmaton of
potential energy and surface eVwY.

If one applies the EuW-erara~n cii
teon (Ref. 12),

8Vw (F + X + X2) -)

4 FoW 2 ie dC y of se wpaow eteo r

used ii od* "LINE or 8(dw/dr)
Fr. 3-Revw*ke and krveobe PA V wo.
ReveM* wo* s performed aW path AC where X, and 12 are Lagrange multipies;

(2) ard yr wot is perfoeed abW path one has a function which rvust be ni-
'dr - D wf- 0 (2) ABC mized subject to the two constraits

r rwnoted previouy.
where G, - 2irrw. After manipulation, the result of the

The second constraint requires that the and surface energy without surface Euler-Lagrangian criterion is
work performed by the arc force be depression of the molten pool, and final-
equal to the change of surface energy ly
and potential energy of the liquid pool. dt a
However, the description of this con- h + W dr rw+ C-Psw)
strai requires some dliscuss. 2

The first law of thermodynamics tells
us that the energy of the system is h W2  +X-r--w(1-X 2)(1+t 2 )
conserved; however, the work perform- pg2rH - -) -p2
ed by the arc force is not a state function 2 d(e-)r t2 1 (4)
but is path dependent. Consider the "(t+ -t,-- 2)
application of the arc pressure instanta- where bdr is the difference between dr it.
neously. The volume of the kquid will be potentiAenergy with surface depression
displaced by an amount AV and the work and potential energy without surface if one sets

* is PV; however, this work is not revers- depression of the molten pool. dw (5)
ible. Using equation (2), 1 can be simplified t d

The path of this form of work is given as: dr
by ABC in Fig. 3 and the work is the area There are two boundary conditionse dw t-O atrm0
,ABCD. If on the other hand, onetconsid- symme t b(ou) the c
ers that the pressure is increased slowly due to symmetry about the centerie of
anid incrementally, the vokmetric dis- the weld pool and
placement of the liquid might follow a w2  h2  w-0 at r n R
path sinilar to AC in Fig. 3. The work Jopg2r(h + )dr since the liquid must be in contact with
done in this case is given by the area the solid surface.
ACO). This would be the reversible work. If we define A computer program was developed
If we assume that the volumetric dis- to evaluate X, and X2. After evaluating X,
placement changes proportionally to the F - o21r 1 + ( '+ and Xz together with suitable boundary
increased pressure, the reversible work is r conditions and constraints, equations (4)

".one-half of the irreversible work of path and (5) are then solved simultaneously by
ABC. Depending on the path chosen, the w2  h2  the Runge-Kutta method (Ref. 13).
effi iency of work may vary. Thus, jg2irr (Hh + 2--
another variable # is introduced to Parame'tic Analysis of the Model
account for the efficiency of work con- then J -joGdr
version. Again using equation (2), equation In this model, there are five parameters

Accordingly, we may equate the work (3) can be reduced to which may be related to the welding
performed by the arc force to the process. These are:
change in surface energy and potential Jobdr a Job3dr + Josdr 1. The density of the molten metal.
energy of the Squid pool by the follow- P.
ig: w2 2. The surface energy of the molten

where Gs - pg2wr - metal, a.
2dr - +idr (3) 2 R.3. The half width of the weld pool.I'.,.R.

wre G2 - and r We now define 4. The arc pressure, P.rc
is the fraction of work done"by the G6 - G2 - G3 - Gs" -nP.c21rrw - S. The efficiency of work conversion,
arc force on the molten pool. The next Ti*terml C3  is given b'y: w w The shape of the liquid..solid bo~undary

term G3 is givenb:2-r +,-,2 +.2r- pg21rr.W2 is not included in this model. This ts
dw 1dr 2 reasonable if movement of the gas-liquid03- u~w" 1 +(- ) o21rr boundary is small compared to the

dimension of the weld pool. It may bewhere j 3dr is the difference between is t argued from hydrostatics that the shapesurface energy with surface depression where L t ie w of the solid-liquid boundary will not influ-
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2461.9 represent a physical reality, it may be
2336.3 sufficient to study the influence of arc23.6 pressure on surface depression of the

weld pool.
219.6 - Two values, 50 and 100%, are used to

* 290. 3 account for the efficiency of conversion
1. 1 i ge .

of work done by the arc force to the
change of surface energy and potential
energy of the weld pool. The value of

1790.6 100% corresponds to path ABC of Fig. 3,
1666.9 while the value of 50% corresponds

approximately to path AC.

Results
1400.0 The results of this model are shown in

* - Figs. 6 to 11. A more complete set of

130. TYPE I tabulated results are listed in Table 1. The
0 .maximum depth of surface depression of

1260.6 the molten pool varies from 0.49 to
38.178 mm (0.019 to 1.504 in.); however,

1141.6 ;)for reasonable pressures exerted by a
300 A arc, the maximum value is less than

1i 0S.0 1.3 mm (0.05 in.) for a 1 an (0.39 in.)
lees wide liquid steel pool. This is much less

0. TYPE II than the experimentally observed value

.lseo.o of over 4 mm (0.16 in.)- Fig. 1.

10 . Density of Molten Metal

When the density of molten metal

se6. increases, the surface depression depth is
reduced as shown in Figs. 6 to 11. The

0.90 0.20 0.46 0.680 0.6 1.00 effect of density becomes more promi-
r/B nent when the top surface of the weld
r/R pool becomes deeper. In Fig. 6, the

1,g 4 - Assumed surface temperature and surface tension distribution of weld pool vs. reduced maximum depth of surface depression
weld pool radius. Type I surface tension is believed to correspond to a steel without surface active for steel is 0.49 mm (0.019 in.) and for X

*'. .. elements wde Type I surface tension is believed to represent a steel with surface active aluminum the maximum depth of surface
elements depression is 0.642 mm (0.025 in.).

Hence, reducing the density by nearly a
factor of three increases the depression

ence the result, provided the gas-liquid ture (Ref. 2) as shown in Fig. 5, using the by only 30%. However, at higher arc
boundary does not impinge upon the arc pressure measured at 300 A. With pressures, as seen in Fig. 10, low density ig
solid-liquid boundary. higher currents, simple multiplication of liquid has a maximum depth 160% larger

Steel and aluminum are chosen in this the arc pressure data from the 300 A than that of the heavy liquid.
model with densities equal to 7.84 g/cm3  curve is assumed. While this does not
and 2.7 g/cm3, respectively. For the dis- Surface Tension
tribution of surface energy of the molten The effect of surface tension on the n9 g

* pool, it is assumed that the temperature 'U.depth of surface depression of the weld
distribution on the top surface of the ,,40. pool is shown in Figs. 6 to 8. For the i
molten pool is as shown in Fig. 4A. The A 3" A poolme sown inigs 6 titFo theIA= - S8 Ae assumed surface tension distributions
corresponding surface tension distribu- ,...- (00 A w
tions are shown in Figs. 4B and 4C. igur , 4C), the effect of surface tension on the
4isfrprrn w ile igs fre shape of surface depression is not very
metal with high concentrations of surface important in both the low and the high
active elements, e.g., sulfur and oxygen surface depression ranges. The maximum
(Re.14). ofr .surface depression depth is found to vary

emagnitude only 20% for the high density liquid and
and surface tension distributions are not *.. 40% for the low density liquid due to
appropriate for aluminum; however, the these different surface tension distribu-
main purpose of choosing these distribu- ,.s tions. 'IA
tions is to investigate the effect of surface
tension on surface depression of a mol- .. ... .. ., ., .. ,.. Width of Weld Pool
ten pool. Other results could be calcu- RADIAL DISTANCE (..)
lated for aluminum if accurate surface Fig. 5-Arc pressure distribution taken from The effect of weld pool width can be
tension values were available. The half literature (Ref. 2). Polarity-OCEN; - seen in Fig. 9 or by comparing Figs. 6 and 4
width of the weld pool is assumed to trode-4.0 mm (0 16 in.) diameter thoriated 7. When the width of the weld pool
range from 0.5 to 1 cm (0.2 to 0.39 in.). tungsten (90 deg); shielding 8as-Ar; arc increases, the surface depression depth

The arc pressure is taken from litera- length-S mm (O. 197 in.) also increases. As can be seen in Fig. 9,
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when the surface depression depth is surne is-very high, as shown in Figs. 10 and would correspond to 600, 1200i law10

smal, the maximum depth Increases only 11, t surface depression becomes very A, respectively.
80% when the weld Pool Width inceases larg. The myay imply that at highe cur-
from 10 to 20 mm (0.39 to 0.79 in.). tents, the depth of surface depression is Work Conversion
However, when the surface.de--ss-- dominated by the sbor arc pressure.
depth is larg, the maimum dph It should be noted that if the pressure The calculated depth of surface
increases 140% when the weld pool distribuion remains fixed in size, but depression of rreversible work conver-
width increases from 10 to 20 nmn (0.39 increases paraboically with cuirrent, the soon is about two times lager tha that of
to 0.79 in.). pressures of 2, 4 and 6 times the mea- reversble work conversion, as shown mi

sed pressure at 300 A would corre- Fg. 9 and 11, which is not suaprismg.
Ar res spond to currents of 425, 600 and 735 A,

respectively. If, on the other hand, the DOW
The arc pressure at 300 A causes a maximum pressure scales k*eAtIy with

shallow depression (less than 2 mrm, i~e., current, as has been confirmed in our One of the more obvious critims of
*0.078 in.). However, when the arc pres- laboratory (Ref. 15), these pressures this model is the lack of a positive basis

Ste
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Fg. 9 - Manoufn staface, depression; depth vs. we pool wdh for

Fg 8-Hal swface depression curve at 3W A arc presswfe assulfw diffren niteras and type of wok convwrsmo
reversaJe work Compare with Fg 6. The dwted caw represents in

approxinte Eqdd bafidary
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Tale 1--Clcdted MaIMnumn Depdt of Surface Depesmon

Half Max. depth of
width. Arc Surface Work surface depression,

Material tn pressurel') tension conversion mmIA

Steel 5 iX Type I Rev. 0.490
Steel 5 iX Type I Rev. 0.600IAlurniumn s 1X Type I Rev. 0.642

Aluaiinum 5 lx Type I Rev. 0.903
Steel 10 ix Type I Rev. 0.893
Steel 10 iX Type I Rev. 1.029
Abintinum 10 iX Type I Rev. 1.511
Albiiumm 10 iX Type I Rev. 1.975
Steel 5 iX Type, Irrev. 1.000
Steel 5 iX Type I Irrev. 1.282 :. • ; '
Aluaminum 5 iX Type I Irrev. 1.354 z " "

Akium 5 lx Type I Irrev. 1.938
Steel 10 iX Type I Irrev. 1.846 "
Steel 10 iX Type I Irrev. 2.127
Alumrtinum 10 iX Type I Irrev. 3.237
Alurinum 10 iX Type I Irrev. 4.210
S Steel 5 2X Type I Rev. 1.000
Steel 5 2X Type I Rev. 1.279
AlMxnum 5 2X Type I Rev. 1.354
Alur*in 5 2X Type I Rev. 1.938
Steel 10 2X Type I Rev. 1.857
Steel 10 2X Type II Rev. 2.132
Aluiinum 10 2X Type I Rev. 3.235 Fg. 12-Surface depression at 300 A of a
Aluminurm 10 2X Type II Rev. 4.212 stationar arc weld on Type 304 sta * stee:
Steel 10 6X Type I Irrev. 13.162 A -top surface dunhf bl.wA showqr deep
Steel 10 6X Type H Irrev. 14.731 narrow depressn • B-a'oss sectiofn of same
Aluminum 10 6X Type I Irrev. 31.939 *we Note the pwwsty at dye bottom of dw
Alumrinum 10 6X Type I Irrev. 38.178 &Wger kdc atin that the depression pene-
Steel 5 2X Type I Irrev. 2.150 trated to the very bottom of the weld
Steel 5 2X Type II Irrev. 2.712
Aluminum 5 2X Type I Irrev. 3.069
Alurminum 5 2X Type II Irrev. 4.650 rent, since the maximum depth of surface
Steel 10 6X Type II Rev. 6.821 depression which was calculated for steel
Aluminum 10 6X Type II Rev. 15.572 is 1.28 mm (0.050 in.). This is much
AXuminum 5 4X Type II Rev. 4.641 smaller than the actual depth of surface
Alunnum 10 4X Type II Rev. 9.372 depression which is experimentally found
Steel 7.5 iX Type 1. Rev. 0.741 to be 4.5 mm (0.18 in.). Thus, some other
Alumnum 7.5, X Typel Rev. ,1.142 mechanism must be responsible for the

;s) 4mm -, Ii deep surface depression at these higher
Wrim repre~ses fmulitcation of the 300 A arc pressure data sven in Fig. S. currents.

A simplified vortex model is proposed
in this work to account for the deep

for selection of the work conversion force which balances the surface tension surface depression at high currents. In this
efficiency, il. Although no direct rationale forces of the curved boundary. At final model, a compound vortex consisting of
can be given for choosing either path equilibrium, thermal energy cannot be a forced vortex in the central part of the
ABC or path AC of Fig. 3, it is felt that considered to contribute to the balance liquid pool with a free vortex surrounding
path AC is more realistic. This is perhaps of the arc force. Only other forces such the forced vortex is assumed.* This is
easiest to explain if one considers not the as surface tension and hydrostatic forces shown schematically in Fig. 13. The result
total depression from an initially flat metal can balance the arc force. of the compound vortex model is shown
surface to a fully depressed state; but Finally, even if rather generous in Fig. 14, assuming several angular veloc-
rather, one might consider a small differ- increases in arc force are postulated, it is ities for the forced vortex. It can be seen
ential depression from an already seen that the experimentally observed that the depth of surface depression

- depressed surface, due to minor arc pres- surface depressions at 300 A cannot caused by the compound vortex can be
sure fluctuations. Such a restoration to a easily be explained by the arc force, no close to the actual depth of the surface
new equilibrium must follow path AC matter what the work conversion effi- depression at high currents for angular
more dosely than path ABC. ciency is assumed to be. velocities between 20 and 30 rad/s. Such

In addition, by viewing this system as a Experimentally, it has been observed circumferential flow can be seen in high
dynamic equilibrium where small changes that the surface depression at currents
in the arc frce produce corresponding below 200 A is negligible. However,
changes in the equilibrium surface shapl, when current increases to about 300 A, a'..*A forced vortex is a region where the angerr
one can easily understand why other deep surface depression is found, as
forms of energy (e.g., thermal energy) shown in Fig. 12. The maximum depth of velocv4' ev is a costant A free vortex is one". that has constant angular momenitum, i.e..need not be considered to contribute to surface depression is about 4.5 mm (0.18 that has constant tne vatemomonsumt and.

neednot evs - K/r, where Kis the vortex constant ande0
the formation of new surface area. Even in.) for stainless steel weld pools. From is the azkwthal drection of cyk1dal coori-
if thermal energy were to create new the model of the arc pressure, it is seen nates. The compound vortex matches a free
surface area, the system must finally con- that the arc pressure cannot explain the vortex near the sold boundary with a forced
sur such new area as it is only the arc deep surface depression at 300 A cur- vortex in the center of the weld pool

p
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oxide particls floating on the surface. velocity conmponent which causes a cir- thi surface depression and the presen
Flow, as that descrbed above, may cumnferential precession of the toroidal of the TffVWr penetration seein in ps

comne from the toroidal flow on the plane flow Into a helical shape. kt should be tungsten arc spot welds, GMAW arid
parallel to the arc axi. Milere (We. 16) noted that the maximum circumferential SAW beads. At even t*e cuems
found that in electrial dr'iven toroidal velocities assumned fi lFg. 14 are less than (above about 50W A)*, the arc pressue is
flow, a circumnferetial rotational motion one third of the velocities noted by strong enorgh that it may explain some
on the plane normal to the arc axis is Heiple and Roper (Ref. 17) using high of the deep surfac depression wich, in
produced and increases with the intensity speed cinematography; hence, thes turn, influences the weld pool geomnetry.
of electrovortex (toroidal flow) on t assumed rotational speeds are thought to The theve curent ranges proposed in thi
plan parallel to the arc axi. Thereore, be consistent with observed motion in model are consistent with the remib of

*part of the kieti enrgy of toroidal flow actual weld pools. Chihosid (Ref. 18) who found four "id
on the plane parallel to the arc axis is As a result of this study, three current current ranges for the depth of penetra-

* ~ . transferred to circumferential motion ranges may be proposed to explain sur- tion in aluminum welds. In his study, t
* Iinducing flow on the plane normal to the face depression of weld pools. At low penetration shows a very slow Inceas

arc am.currents (below about 200 A), the weld with current in the 100-200 A range,
It will be apprecited from Miere's pool depression is shallow and does not followed by a steep increase with curret

work that such circumferential flow wi significantly influence the shape of the in the 200.300 A range. The 300D400 A
not be strong if the system has perfect weld pool. At highe currents (from range shows almiost no response of cur-
cylindrical symmietry. In real systems with- about 300 to 500 A), the surface depres- rent to penetration, but in the 450600 A
out perfect synwnetry, the axial toroidal sion greatly influences the weld pool range, penestration begins to increas
flow vector wil be displaced from the geometry. A circumferential vortex flow moderately with current.

Chiliosid's 100-200 A range corre-
sponds to t regime where surface
depression is controlled by arc force and
is not significant. The 200-300 A range
coresponds to the transition from lite
surface depression to formation of a ful

* ~m---------------------------- ---------- vortex, wile the 300400 A range corre-
sponds; to bottoming out of the vortex
depression at the solid boundary. In such

1 11 a case, the current from the arc, or the
-f~m heat, follows paths normal to the sopo-

tential lines in the plasm and, hence, is
a ~concentrated at the top edges of the

4 60 A lquid vortex.

TIP ANLE 3eWe recent work by Lin &nd Eeg. #We 15)
I his shown that the depth of surface depres-
I I I - sion caused by the measured arc pressure at

6.0 1.8 a.9 0.0 4.0 5.6 6 E0AsW c~rfiotspAmthe dap aaeof
RADIAL DISTANCE Cmme) die wW pfod found at even lowr ciavent,

Fqure 1S shows dhe deph of the surface
F. 15-HOt surface depressioni curve a dfwire curremt assuanft revesb work These depression caused by the ar pessrea
surfae depressmo curves are caused by the arc press"e measured I our laboratory swred i our isboratory.
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Concimlon 12. Kettr, RL.ad Prawe, .SP. I %9.
Modemn methods of el Vie a V Computation.~f

The depth of surface depression New York: McGraw-lU.
caused by the arc pressure distribution 13. Mine, W. E 19b2 Manmerical sjonio
has been calculated using, calculus of difeeh e*&Vor;~ New York: loi Wily&
variations with suitable constraints. The Som'
results show that arc p"Sure cml Ws- .~KEW .I. f16 fet
ences weld pool geometry at curents in ewe ufceatv betoan the surf ace tentson of won Canadian Mot-

-. - ~~~excess of 5O0 A. At intermnediate cur- 2 439-3
-rents, the shape of, the pool may be 15 LmM. L. adE4M.aT W .1iubiwt
influenced markedly by circumferential workj
convection. This flow may be responsible 1w mlre, It P, ef if V=6 Effect of a

*for the characteristic finger penetration lorwpudna magetic fid oni eiedccalr drw-
of many weld pools. At even howe en rotatonael flow in a cybbvi" veWe 4.
currents, arc force may become impor- 0 - samics VA 1) k8-4h

-~ 6 -cheati rpreenttio o th ~ antandma hae asigitcan inluece 17 Hapiii. C Ri Roper I It Staw I T.
equ?,~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ta n a aeas ian nlec n dn 196113 Surface active ebnu,

' weddkis nd th urn eniydn on weld pool geometry. .~CA m n lc
quip#otetl kies around a deep depression iron beast welds %W&Vkar b2 I) 72-s
qggest that the arc current (and hence theAkis.'MWIt 7
ierrnal enrsy) is distributed to the Wie wait The auhors are grateful for supor o 16 Chftnki, It A 1970 The tabarg of
,the pool and very Utile current #i e., heat) powe workee th gfasc ofom Resarc " Aft lDItt
.gjches the bottom of the depression as is ti okb'teOfc fNaa eah ,d,'Wj wa ")V- o8

.epcted by the shaded regm ion creased under Contract N00014-C-80-0364 Theira~Ib~ IU
ionrerato, duve to the vortex formation as thin also wish to that* the revieweirs of this

tlective slogipywd paper for their great Calle anld M"n
useful suggestions. A s

____________ R~enu~to Fig II ?w depsi pro,
Reference$S dmiaoed by aconipmuld .art#& ma be

1. Selyanuwkov,. VN, Stepanov. V V .and esttnwd afikw^
____________Saafiev. R. 1 1960. The dependence of t I the forced vile .90 tefr 5 1146.

pressure of the we"dn arc on the parameters the ariua veloctwy o corswwwt and
of tungsten electrodes Wekbw Produion

As such. direct arc heat does not reach 2(5. -nulstdtcncl upr 4 ,=-

.e bottom of the vortex, as shown i Osaka Transformer Co., Osaka, lapan 2

g. 16. Hence, no further melt occurs 3. Shchetinina. V 1, et al 1961 The depent- wit the orWi refere to point A in
the bottomn of the depression and no dernce of the distribution of arc pressure on 13

irther penetration results. Above 450 A, weldn sped. Weldig ftoduction 2814) Inthe free vortex ragonV (>Ro U 11
w i arc pressure becomes significant and, 1-2. angular momentum i s costarfi and
.1ether with th otx epn the 4. MAWN A. C., Yt seriko. V P. aid

the ~ ~ Rgoa vre, --- OO.E.M. 1977. Onteforce effect of the
-'pression as the current is increased. arc plasma flow on the weld pool Weldng D2

* Although the analytical arc force mod- Prdcto 24(7): 5-8. 2l
Ipresented here applies only to partial 5. Stepanov, V, V.. Er at 1977. Ditributioni wt the non referred to point B in Fig
'mnt penetration welds,* it is believed of pressure in the plasma arc, and effects of 13 .mTe total depression D - D, + D,
-)at the vortex model is applicable to the rate of flow of plasma-f arming gas on
oth complete and partial Joint penetra- weld quality. Auto. Weld 30(b). 5-7
.)in beads. However, more study of the 6. Yamauchi. N.. er al 1980. Development LI ofStie
rength and mechanism of vortex forma- and application of high TIC process-9HOLTA

* n s nededto cnfir ths hyotheis. we"ln process. Proceedigs of W~ernational T - temperature on the surface of weld
nly ishol enoededtofr thaif arpores. Con ferece on Wek#ii Research in te Pool (C)
erely in t hle ndonat iaca foce 1980's. Osaka, October, 1960, pp 25-30 I - total system energy(e)2

7. Savage. W. F., Nippes. E. F. and Agusa. K a -surface energy(erg/cm )
* ce depression in welding, the depres- 1979. Effect of arc force on defect formation p - density of liquid metalfg'cm 1)

on would change markedly with in CTA welding. Weldtirg laurnal 58(7) 212-s g-gravtational acceleration(cm/s2)
n anges in liquid density. to224-sh-oriae f lkliudb n-

*When a vortex is considered the cause 8 Kshzaki, K. 1980. A new approach to the h ardiae fsli-iqi oud
rI surface depression, there is no depen- mechanism of penetration WeldPolChems- a-rinat f cm) oud

!,-nce of depression on density. The fact try and Meakigm' pp 6S-70 The Welding w ardiat f qidga oud
at fngerpeneratins i aluinumand Institute International Conference. Lonydon.ntofwedpol~m

ear ofine pneay n equaluthisu cond April. 19W0 r - radial cooraeofwl ocm
i el ae f nary eualdeth s onsd- 9 Friedman, E 1978 Analysis of weld pud- H - maxinmum depth of liquid poo~cm)

* ed supportive (if the vortex model. In dle distortion and its effect on penetration R - radius of the top surface of liquid t
1dition. the exp..rxmertal 5hape of fin- Axn/5m616-ad16-

t.r penetration, as see~n in fig. 12B, is 10 tiin, M L, and Eagar. T W. 1981 ecnaeo okcnesx%
lought to be more consistent with a Influence of surfac~e depression and convec- D - dpreta of wdpol roucesdn% by

* )rtex model than an arc force model. tion on arc weld pool geometry Transportcopudvrecm
Phenmen inAtnlsA esW ASMAE ompoadus ore otex r nc

PED-Vol 10, November 1983, pp 63-69 R-rdu ffre otxrgo~m
I1I Burleigh, T 1) and Eagar, T W 1983 "~- angular velocity of rotational

1 ('r in analysis of arc force on fullpenietrat Ion measufrirents of the force exerted by a motion in forced vortex re-
.Ids. see fredmn Rifef 9) welding arc AeW Trans 14Af6)i 122b-1224 gion~rad/s)
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